Blue Bell Taj Residencia Islamabad
Taj Residencia is a sumptuousness living convenience in Islamabad. Sardar Group of Companies is known to
satisfy its confirmation of being light a really long time ahead and elapse on useful undertakings in
Islamabad. Taj Residencia is coordinated at Bhata street or in Islamabad and Rawalpindi.
The best space of the general populace makes it an entrancing and altogether supportive speculation
opportunity. The social class is known to be the best lodging locale organized in the space of Capital. After
the essential movement in Taj Residencia and House for sale in Rawalpindi, they have continued to turn out
to be further.
District
Taj Residencia has introduced 5 Marla new squares known as the Blue Bell Taj Residencia New Block. The
Blue Bell Block is interlinked to the second entry of Taj Residencia close to the Marigold Block. This locale will
come closer from Thaliyan Interchange through the Rawalpindi Ring Road Link.
Plot sizes in Blue Bell Block
Blue Bell block is now offering just 5 Marla properties. There could be no other doubt in an expansion of the
Blue Bell Block Taj Residencia lodging society, notwithstanding, later on, anything can occur. Blue Bell Blocks
are best for interest in little properties. It is incredible and cost-accommodating for everybody.
Costs of Plot
Taj Residencia is among one of the most extravagant lodging plans yet; the engineers target obliging
low-pay inhabitants with Flat for sale in Rawalpindi. Blue Bell Blocks are accessible for 35 lacs. The progress
charges will be charged at a substitute time of the technique.
The improvement charges of Blue Bell Blocks have not been really investigated the site, regardless, they are
relied upon to take off to some place in the extent of 1 and 1.5 lac for each Marla.
Installment Plan
The installment plan is totally pleasing and the best one up until this point. You need to submit 35 lacs for
the five marla plots. 20% of an initial installment is needed for the booking. Assuming you submit 6 lac
50,000, the plot will be under your name. Whenever you have introduced the initial installment, you can
ensure your property. You can begin improvement and move into the house straight away. In case you are
looking for Residential Plots for Sale in Rawalpindi, contact them.
Blue Bell block is the best arrangement of Taj Residencia for little undertakings, and others can in addition
suitably manage the cost of this. It is extraordinarily legitimate considering how it is a 4-year installment
plan.
The costs given recorded do bar the improvement charges. For instance, urgent street, corner, and
park-confronting properties will contain additional charges. The Plot numbers will be dispatched through
electronic balloting.
Blue Bell Block section plan will work on it to give the installment from your financial course of action. It is
more flexible when showed up diversely according to the others, for instance, the initial investment of a
house for sale in Islamabad.
Book a Plot in Blue Bell Blocks

You can book your plot in Blue Bell block Taj residencia. Appointments have actually begun, properties will
be allotted dependent upon first-come, first-served. Online appointments are comparably open. The
framework to book online is given under:
A power site is open. You can book starting there. You truly need to fill in the development for the booking
and select the installment method.
End
The Blue Bell Taj Residencia is an incredible square in perspective on its preeminent extravagance at
reasonable costs. Blue Bell Block will be all that advancement framework; later on, costs can in any event,
rising because of the interest for 5 Marla plots. Blue Bell Taj Residencia gives each of the work environments
to their customers. To get additional information about Blue Bell Blocks, you can visit our site Estate Land
Marketing.

